
apple dulce de leche danish

ingredients

makes one large danish  
(serves 4 to 6)
for the dulce de leche
1 can of sweetened condensed 
milk
1 tbsp fleur de sel

for the danish dough
125 ml water, cold
12,5 g fresh yeast
1 large egg yolk, cold and  
whisked
250 g all-purpose flour
25 g granulated sugar
4 g salt
88 g unsalted butter, cold

for the filling
2 large apples (ca. 350 g)
juice of 1/2 lemon
1/4 tsp cinnamon

how to
 
for the dulce de leche
1. Preheat oven to 210˚C.

2. Empty the contents of 1 can of sweetened condensed milk into an 
oven-proof dish and cover tightly with aluminum foil. To create the 
water bath, place the covered dish into a larger baking tray and fill the 
latter with hot water until it reaches to about 3/4 up the covered dish.

3. Bake for 60-90 minutes, adjusting the water level when needed, until 
the milk takes on a light brown appearance. Don’t worry if it doesn’t 
have a deep caramel color - as you stir the dulce de leche, the color will 
deepen. Remove from the oven and whisk until smooth. Let cool.

for the danish dough
1. In the bowl of an electric stand mixer fitted with the dough hook, stir 
water, yeast and roughly half of the egg yolk together with your hands. 
(Keep the rest of the egg yolk for the egg wash.) Add 1/3 of the flour and 
knead until it starts to look crumbly. Add the rest of the flour along 
with the sugar and salt and knead until the dough is fully combined 
and smooth.

2. Dump dough out onto a lightly floured work surface, form into a ball 
and then pat into a rough rectangle. Try not to work the dough too 
much. The rectangle can still be fairly thick (1 - 2 cm).

3. Place the butter between 2 pieces of parchment paper and bang or 
roll with a rolling pin until it is about half the size of the dough. The ob-
jective here is to make the butter a little more elastic, without actually 
melting it. Place the butter on top of one half of the dough and fold 
over the other half, sealing the edges by pinching the dough together.

4. Roll the dough into a long rectangle, now about 1 cm thick. Lightly 
flour the work surface as needed. When the dough is large enough, 
dust off excess flour and place it with the short edge facing towards 
you. Fold the dough like a business letter, first folding the top third 
over the center, then the bottom third over that. This is your first turn.

5. Turn the dough 90˚, so that the short edge is facing you and roll into 
a rectangle of roughly the same size. Repeat the folding process to fi-
nish a second turn, then repeat the entire process. You have now given 
the dough 3 turns. Wrap the dough in plastic wrap and allow to rest in 
the refrigerator for 10 to 20 minutes.
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danish dough adapted from syntra west, dulce de leche from bakers royale



to assemble
1. Peel and core the apples, then cut them into small pieces (ca. 1 cm). 
Place in a medium bowl and combine with the lemon juice and cinna-
mon. Allow to macerate while you roll and cut the dough.

2. On a lightly floured work surface, roll dough into a rectangle of ca. 
27 x 30 cm (11 x 12 inches) and place it with the shortest edge facing 
toward you. Using the back of a knife, mark a vertical line at 1/3 and 2/3 
of the width of the dough, making sure not to cut all the way through. 
In both the left and the right part of the dough, make horizontal cuts, 
starting at the vertical guideline and working outwards, thus leaving 
the center of the dough intact and the strips attached to it. Leave 
about 2 cm (a scant inch) between each horizontal cut. Cut away the 
top and bottom strips to create a little flap on either side of the dough. 
This will help seal in the filling.

3. Spread a thick layer of dulce de leche onto the center of the dough. 
Drain the apples to remove excess liquid and pile the fruit onto the 
dulce de leche. Fold the top flap over the filling and start braiding your 
way down. At a slightly downward angle, fold the top right strip over 
the flap. At the same angle, fold the top left strip over the right. Work 
your way down until you reach the end of the pastry. Tuck the bottom 
flap underneath the bottom strips and pinch the edges to seal.

4. Transfer the danish onto a baking sheet lined with parchment paper, 
cover with a clean towel and allow to rise at room temperature until 
the dough looks puffed (it took about 1 hour for me).

5. Preheat oven to 210˚C, with a baking sheet placed on the middle 
rack. Mix the remainder of the egg yolk (from the dough) with a pinch 
of salt and a splash of water for the egg wash.

6. Lightly brush the top of the danish with the egg wash. Sprinkle a 
little cinnamon sugar on top (optional). Slide baking sheet onto the 
preheated baking sheet and bake for 25 - 35 minutes, until puffed and 
golden. If you’re not sure if it’s fully baked, check the bottom of the 
pastry. This, too, should be crisp and golden.
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apple dulce de leche danish
(continued)


